
the power of introspection
Teaching the art of introspection 
and learning how to talk to yourself. 
Teaching personal development 
techniques that foster personal growth 
and self-honesty that transcends to 

greater life fulfillment. (Teen+ crowd)

there’s power in self-publishing
Showcasing the leverage authors have 
that can catapult them into greater 
career opportunities. Teaching authors 
to be more than authors, but to be 
brands and authorities of their personal 

uniqueness. (Young Adult + crowd)

3 keys to effective 
communication: introspection 
+ Vulnerability + Perspective
Teaching how to improve communication 
by fine-tuning 3 major areas in their 
lives. Teaching the art of introspection 
as a tool to help individuals determine 
exactly what they need and understanding 
rooted ideologies. Breaking down the 
power of vulnerability which gives 
individuals the courage to ask for what 
they want and need. And unlocking the 
magic of perspective to create a fluid 
two-way street of communication. 

(Adult + crowd: Corporate)

Fuel your purpose with 
audacity
Teaching techniques to identify purpose 
and fine-tuning how to communicate 
the purpose. Upon establishing purpose 
fueling it with powerful audacity 
that creates fearless individuals and 
powerful execution of one’s purpose. 
(College, Corporate, Business, Women 
Empowerment Groups)
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The Advocate for Change
discovering change anddiscovering change and
unlocking greatness!unlocking greatness!
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Ty Young is an empowering certified life coach, author, serial entrepreneur, and 
graphic designer from Chicago. Ty endeavors to influence individuals to walk in their 
purpose and to defeat unacknowledged imposter syndrome. 

Through years of personal development, Ty has become knowledgeable in the areas 
of communication, boundary setting, and identifying the power it takes to reach major 
goals. Through her brand SIX24, LLC she works with clients, primarily women, to 
conquer limiting beliefs and personal self-doubt. She holds successful free monthly 
group coaching sessions through her Conversations with Coach Ty platform.

Ty also creates writings, rather fiction or non-fiction, to be reading material that generates conversation 
and helps change perspective and mindset shifts. 

When she’s not focusing on being a ray of light and pouring out inspiration and hope, she is a mother to 
her son and enjoys blogging and expressing her alter ego on her blog, CIRCAPURPLE and podcast PURPLE 
CONVERSATIONS.
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